To Our Valued Customers,
This note affects a specific revision of the debug adapter that is shipped with the iMX Developer’s Kit (several different versions exists of these kits).

Identification
The affected revision (rev A) of the debug adapter is identified by the lack of text in the marked area, see picture below.

Error
The TRST signal is not correctly connected on Debug Adapters, rev A. It permanently grounds the TRST input to the iMX application processor.
Note that this may, or may not, be a problem since not all debug adapters use the TRST signal.

Solution
If you have a Debug Adapter rev A and experience problems with JTAG connection, contact Embedded Artists and request a replacement Debug Adapter (rev B). When contacting Embedded Artists please also state which iMX Developer's Kit you have and revision of COM Carrier Board (rev A, B or C).

If you have any questions, please contact us at: http://www.embeddedartists.com/contact

Kind Regards,
Embedded Artists AB
September 23, 2016